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The Client’s Risk Management Success Story

Armed with a quantitative risk model & an
assessment provided by infoedge a service
industry organization was able to:
Reduce annual expected losses (e.g. residual risk)
by $1M or more by reducing specified operational risks.
Accelerate improvements to project management to
reduce total losses by at least $1.5M per year.
Right size their insurance policy because they
were now able to better predict likely maximum
annual losses.

The Client’s Objectives
Overcome the limitations of their current IT risk management program in
order to better target future IT investments
A Service Industry client ("S.I." herein) with over 50,000 employees and
more than $9B in annual revenues engaged infoedge, LLC to assess IT risk
both qualitatively and quantitatively and help chart a course for information
technology investments that would best reduce residual risk.
This client was also under increasing pressure to prove to a thrifty
executive team that these investments were worth the added burden given
the large sums they had already spent on cyber-security and compliance
functions. Traditional risk audits in the IT space are too commonly
qualitative in nature - based on stakeholder recommendations & best
practices with some insights from threat intelligence and operational data.
However, to answer top executives’ concerns the risk managers at S.I.
would need more; they required an IT risk picture that included how these
risks would impact the bottom line compared to the effectiveness of
current IT risk management processes and technology.

Insights + Assessment

Key insights:
To be useful, enterprise risk management (ERM) needs a common language that
managers from the bottom to the top of an organization can understand: costs &
revenues. This language of risk management must enable improved outcomes and
business value that grow or protect the bottom line rather than focus on seemingly
discrete risks as is often the case today.

Assessment:
To meet our clients needs, our engagement focused on two broad questions:
1.

Can our security experts quantitatively determine areas of excessive
residual risk?

2.

Can our risk analysts determine the business value of future IT risk
management functions & investments based on modeling their
impact on the current IT security program?

Additional Insights
Managing Risk in a Complex World
Quantitative risk management (QRM) is a necessary requirement for true
enterprise risk management (ERM) because it renders all sources of a company's
risk in the same language of dollars and cents. From traditional finance,
operational and compliance risks to the unending risks introduced by
technology, risk managers of the future must not only account for these risks
alone but understand and model their interrelations to provide a complete and
accurate picture of a firm’s risk posture.
Further, understanding how mitigating and managing one risk impacts others will
be critical in reducing ever growing compliance costs for increasingly complex
organizations that operate in diverse and widespread markets. Despite being rife
with data produced through operations and security management, information
technology has been late in adopting true quantitative risk measures. The goal of
enterprise risk management should be to close the gap between highly
quantitative financial risk management practices & the compliance focused
management of information security and other IT risks.

Additional Insights
Why QRM + Where are we?
As business has become more complex risk management professionals have come to acknowledge the need for a
more integrated approach to risk management. Despite seeming to be supportive of this needed approach business
leaders at many organizations have not invested in increased risk management budgets that allow for experimentation
and true integrated ERM. Recent surveys of risk management leaders bear this out, with only about a third indicating
their organizations have a significant commitment to ERM (Ponemon Institute, 2016). Against this backdrop the need
seems obvious if we take corporate managers at their word. Today they claim that their concern about how risks can
spread, from an IT failure to major financial impacts, regulatory findings or loss of IP, is increasing.
Managing these risks in silos, as many enterprises do today, continues to leave executives with a sense of unease.
Add to this the ever more popular opinion that an IT incident could lead to major brand damage, even topping
traditional concerns like data loss from breaches. It is evident that brand value, more so than almost any other
measure, is an enterprise level concern. All aspects of the business impact the brand and to manage risks to brand
value requires an enterprise approach to risk management.
So, why so little action? The simple answer is complexity. By definition, ERM is a complex undertaking and, like any
paradigm shift, cultural inertia and heavy investments in current risk management approaches can leave leaders
feeling as if they are paying twice for a more confused picture. So, what can an organization do to advance integration
of risk functions? Getting significant insight at the onset doesn’t have to be a major undertaking. We suggest
organizations start where data is available and interactions between various risk silos is clear. For most organizations
information technology is one of those places.

Our Approach

Translating IT Risk into Dollars and Cents
Quantifying IT risk requires knowing how IT risks impact the organization, a detailed understanding of
where the risks originated, and a full accounting of the response and mitigation efforts. In effect our
quantitative approach assumes that organizations, like natural systems, have non-random structure
(organization & processes) against which risks and their impacts can be reconciled. By mapping the
structure, we can develop predictive and explanatory frameworks for understanding the effects of
mitigation (i.e. modifying said structure) on the probability of risk occurrence and the resulting impact.
At S.I. quantifying response and mitigation costs was straight forward as S.I., like many other large
enterprises, has invested much in tracking productivity (e.g. people and processes) and tools (e.g.
technologies) used to mitigate and respond to a realized risk once an IT incident has occurred. By
mining these data, we were able to develop the necessary information on the "direct" costs, response
and mitigation, of IT risk management. Understanding the true value of risk mitigation requires not only
knowing these values but understanding how and why risks materialize as incidents (e.g. risk
origination and tracing).
The answers rarely point to singular sources or simple mappings, however. Our next task was to build
organization & process maps or “topologies” and create a detailed organizational process model. This
model was then used to trace IT incidents and determine not only the direct and indirect causes but the
real costs, or business value, of the controls themselves.

Our Approach

Planning and Deployment Layers

Figure 1: Example of
organization and process
mapping for planning and
deployment at S.I.

We mapped groups and processes within the organization involved in enabling and using IT systems. From
business partners, 3rd party contractors and internal project teams to enterprise architects we developed a
detailed organizational process model by leaning on insights from modern information theory. Using this
model or topology and information from traditional root cause analysis of past events we were able to map
program and project weakness, down to the group or process level. In doing so we developed an
understanding of the total value of risk management activities. For example, we found that some robust frontline security spending was likely covering poor application development and project management (e.g.
operational risks) that allowed vulnerable applications to be deployed.

Our Approach

Last, we had to link these data and models to enterprise level business impacts (e.g. fully realized revenue
impacts or “costs”). Business costs due to IT failures are often difficult to calculate. This can be due to the
fact that the value of technologies to business partners is often not well understood by those managing
enterprise technologies and rarely static. To illustrate this, take a credit card processing system.
Depending on the technical configuration and business processes, loss of such an application for days
could have negligible impact on the bottom line of a business if there are alternative methods of
processing, despite introducing many compliance risks, while another business might see material losses
after only an hour or two. Understanding these details for all IT risks is critical. However, developing such a
view might be costly if every application and system required a recurring detailed business audit to
determine the critical variables before rolling these up into an enterprise view of potential losses due to
identified risks. Instead we utilized risk exceedance models to build an enterprise view from a sampling of
actualized risks across some of the most used IT systems.
These models can predict the total expected loss due to both common events (low cost, high probability
incidents) as well as headline grabbing attacks (low probability, high cost events) with accuracy by drawing
on the assumption that all risks to an organization are mediated through the same "structure" (e.g. people,
processes & technology) and so there would be some underlying mathematical relations to uncover with
data analysis.

Our Approach
At infoedge, we also draw on the data from like firms, and then calibrate
these models with data from real events within our client’s environment.
Thus at S.I. using data over the last 3-5 years we were able to accurately
predict the likelihood of common events for the most recent 12-month period
(e.g. successful phishing attacks or similarly common incidents).

Figure 2: Example of risk
exceedance curve. Comparing
incidents at client S.I. to peers
allowed for estimates of annual
losses before building an internal
exceedance model based
primarily on prior years of S.I.
security and other IT incident data

Complete Results

Fitting “HILF” Events
Armed with a powerful new exceedance model S.I. was able to compare the value of their IT
security spend to competitors. In doing so they were able to determine that by spending
significantly more on cybersecurity tools they were reducing loss by $2M per year compared
to a peer group (mostly from fewer moderate level events resulting in system outages and
less spend on incident response for common, low impact events). Further, by taking the
same approach we looked at system or application loss depending on project development
features. For example, our data analysis found that agile development led to half the loss for
deployed applications compared to those developed using waterfall & ad hoc project
management methods.
Further, agile projects were less likely to lead to cost overruns. As a result, S.I. moved more
aggressively toward agile projects that free up budget on the front end through reduced
cost overruns and on the back-end with fewer losses due to security or IT operations
incidents caused by avoidable vulnerabilities or unnecessary features. The value of
improved project management was found to be at least $1.5M annually and up to $3M to
$4M in years with especially large application deployments.

Complete Results

Figure 3: Risk of cost overruns at S.I. by
project type. Agile and short-term
projects (gray) were much less likely to
result in cost overruns than non-agile
(orange) projects. On average there is
$90k value gap between projects closed
within a year and complex multi-year
projects.

Another example was asset management. Our analysis found nearly $1M in actualized
risk could be prevented with a more robust asset management program that would
forestall incidents caused by aging, often inexpensive, physical assets that were beyond
their effective lifespan. S.I., by adopting a program similar to those we see at other
enterprises (often only $250-500K annually), would reduce annual expected losses (e.g.
residual risk) by $1M or more while reducing operational risks.

Complete Results
Additionally, we were able to develop expected
loss models to fit currently used qualitative
threat models like STRIDE to provide
quantitative information in a format already
familiar to risk managers and executives. The
result will allow S.I. to right size security tool
investments based on the real business impact
of residual risks. Last, like many companies, S.I.
manages the risk of High-Impact Low-Frequency
(HILF) events by purchasing expanded cyber
insurance.
Utilizing the models we developed to determine
the most likely worst case scenario, they can
move to right size their insurance policy because
they are now able to better predict likely
maximum annual losses. Many companies are at
the whims of their insurer who often have much
less insight into the threats they are insuring
against, the results are often expensive
premiums and policies with so many exceptions
as to be useless in the event of a catastrophic IT
incident.

Figure 4: Risk exceedance curve results for the 6 most critical enterprise level
applications/systems at S.I. filtered through the STRIDE threat model. Results are
expected annual losses by threat category rather than heatmaps and qualitative
sores. This view provides a quantitative measure of residual risks to the
enterprise due to threats to 6 core applications (which account for a large portion
of expected losses due to their centrality to operations and revenue generation).

Conclusion

Our work for S.I. assessing the full business impact of IT risks within the organization is a first step toward quantified
IT risk management and a prerequisite for true ERM. Further, by mapping the environment we provide a framework
for how risks flow from one part of the enterprise (e.g. application development) to others (e.g. IT operations or
finance). Our clients are often amazed at the level of insight this seemingly simple exercise provides risk managers
and executives. Last, this work helped change the mindset of the IT risk managers so that they could more easily see
how operational risk in the back office or in project development can lead to increased IT security exposure. On the
flip side they could finally discuss with confidence the value they provided by understanding how their IT security
spend closed very real gaps created upstream by business partners and other project stakeholders.
As companies like S.I. mature the quantitative risk function, we see many opportunities to make risk management an
integral part of decision making. It is not just an expense but a way to improve the bottom line. Armed with the right
quantitative tools, risk managers of the future will be sought after experts who enable management to be creative
and dynamic rather than limit their choices. To advance QRM practices, firms will need to do things like improve their
data management processes and systems to reduce the cost and time of analyzing critical data for understanding
both loss and tracing realized risks.
Companies must also continue to embrace automation & enterprise analytics to eventually support “real time” risk
measures that will allow management to respond faster to threat landscapes that change with the pulse of business.
Additionally, firms will have to continue investments in visualization and data visibility, from the analyst to the the
executive levels, to enable stakeholders to communicate business decisions in quantitative terms no matter the issue.
It will take these types of advances, as well as many others, to produce the type of unified quantitative ERM programs
that have long been envisioned.

The infoedge Approach
A challenge of improving risk and compliance methodologies is in
providing the right set of knowledge, tools, and assessments that
enable the client to proceed with confidence and make the best
decisions for their organization. infoedge provided this client with a
risk management solution for their current concerns as well as
coaching on how to be agile in their thinking so they will be ready to
respond rapidly to any new business or technical challenge that
comes their way.
Improving risk management requires insight into a client’s working
environment, including an understanding of their culture and
tolerance for change. infoedge solutions are not targeted at a specific
methodology or technology; rather, our expertise creates solutions
that meet the unique needs of each client. We blend the objectives of
IT risk management and overall business objectives with an
assessment of an organization's appetite for change. From this
perspective, infoedge creates custom, prioritized advice that
manages the organizational change required for successful
implementation of improved risk and compliance tools and
methodologies.

How can we help you?
For all business inquiries, please call 415.857.3343 (edge),
or email us at info@infoedgellc.com.

